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The new enLight® DOLFin® Pro brings enhanced capabilities to 
the enLight intelligent network platform. Aside from increasing 
the speed and range of the node-to-node connection, the new 
design has a plethora of additional sensors and capabilities built 
in - from interference detection to Bluetooth LE beaconing and 
including in-built light level and colour temperature monitoring.

By packing in a multitude of sensors into the new DOLFin® Pro, data can be 
gathered on the environment in and around the luminaire or power supply it is 
attached to. The 9-axis sensor can detect motion, orientation and direction and 
can send an alert if the node is accidentally damaged or interfered with. The 
highly accurate light level sensor measures daylight lux and colour temperature 
and can be used for very accurate daylight harvesting control. Whether mounted 
on a ceiling or wall, inside or outside, the DOLFin® Pro becomes a routing 
node for the enTalkTM, self-healing mesh network that can cover a building or 
warehouse, airport or campus, one node at a time and as budget allows.

Key features include: 
● Symmetrical and 256 bit encrypted data link at 150 kbit/s with up to  
 1000 meters range 
● Physical web and assisted asset tracking through iBeacon and  
 Eddystone support 
● GPS for accurate and automated asset location management 
● Multi-sensor array for enhanced remote diagnosis and management 
● Wired and wireless enTalk capable for flexible sensor or actuator   
 connectivity 
● Anti-foul and bird-proof IP68 design for maintenance free operation  
 when mounted outside 
● Comes in industry standard electrical housing for wall/ceiling mount  
 and conduit connectivity

DOLFin®Pro - Feature-packed mesh 
network radio node for Enterprise
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Seamless integration with all enLight® 
lighting, enActTM and enSenseTM 
technologies
The DOLFin® Pro is designed to work in harmony with 
the enLight entelli-BallastTM or any other mains powered 
device from the enSense or enAct range and uses the 
enTalk mesh networking protocol to provide a massively 
scalable wireless platform for connecting sensors and 
actuators to the internet. Not only does it include a 
whole host of sensors designed to vastly reduce the cost 
of managing the physical network but it can also be 
connected to additional sensors mounted nearby to, for 
example, monitor gas levels in a plant room, measure 
energy consumption at a circuit or device level, 
determine pressure or moisture changes or any other 
of the enSense sensors designed to complement the 
enLight platform. Away from the DOLFin® Pro location, 
wireless enSense devices can connect to the network via 
a DOLFin® Pro for their data feed to be sent on to the 
enGaugeTM API.

A foundational platform for the 
Internet of Things (IoT)
The DOLFin® Pro is enLight’s next generation of low 
power, wireless network node that extends range 
and increases bandwidth to address the increasing 
need to connect sensors and actuators in-building or 
around buildings from airports to hospitals and from 
warehouses to campuses. The in-built GPS provides 
accurate location registration for high-value assets and 
the bluetooth beaconing technology allows low cost 
asset tracking to be delivered off that GPS reference. 
The enLight DOLFin-Pro is lighting the way to Smart 
Urban Infrastructure.

We would be happy to talk to those interested in  
taking this technology to scale so please contact us on 
+44 (0) 1508 521227.

enLight® DOLFin® Pro Technical Specifications:

Network speed 150kbit/s

SELV (Low voltage supply) Yes

Range >1000m

Antibacterial Polycarbonate shell Yes

Network Topology Self Healing Mesh

Environment protection IP68 Design Yes

Network data transmission Symmetric

Neoprene mounting seal Yes

256 AES Encryption end-to-end Yes

Quick diagnostic status LEDS Yes

Firmware Upgrade Capable Yes

Multiple sensor support Yes

Impact Detection Yes

Dynamic RF power control Yes

Direction and Orientation Detection Yes

Maximum power consumption <1W

Accurate location detection (GPS) Yes

Fully integral antenna Yes

Automated Daylight Saving Support Yes

Power input 95-265V AC

IBeacon & Eddystone support Yes

Anti-fouling and bird-proof design Yes

Additional sensors supported 100+

Dimensions (of fin and box) H160xW90xL90mm
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The enLight platform allows you to 
measure or control multiple internal and 
external applications such as:
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